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Audit The manager providing PPA services plays a critical role in accurately and objectively

determining the fair value of assets and liabilities acquired in a business combination,

supporting financial reporting requirements, and ensuring compliance with accounting

standards and regulatory guidelines.ResponsibilitiesAnalysis and Valuation: Conduct a

thorough analysis of the acquired company's tangible and intangible assets, liabilities, and

contingent liabilities. Assess the fair value of identifiable assets and liabilities acquired in

the business combination, including property, plant, and equipment, inventory, intellectual

property, customer relationships, contracts, and goodwill. Utilize appropriate valuation

methodologies and techniques to determine the fair value of assets and liabilities, such as

DCF analysis, market comparables, cost approaches, and income approaches.Build financial

models and sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of different assumptions on the

purchase price allocation.Financial Reporting and Compliance:Prepare and document the

purchase price allocation in accordance with relevant accounting standards (such as IFRS 3

or ASC 805) and regulatory requirements.Generate reports and schedules detailing the

allocation of the purchase price among the acquired assets and liabilities.Collaborate with the

company's finance and accounting teams to ensure accurate and timely disclosure of the

purchase price allocation in the financial statements and footnotes.Provide support and

documentation for external auditors and regulatory bodies during the audit or review

process.Communication and Stakeholder Management:Communicate and explain the

purchase price allocation methodology, assumptions, and results to internal stakeholders,
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including senior management, finance teams, and legal counsel.Collaborate with external

stakeholders, such as the acquiring company's management, legal advisors, auditors, and

valuation specialists, to ensure alignment and understanding of the purchase price allocation

process.Address any questions or concerns raised by stakeholders regarding the purchase price

allocation and provide additional analysis or information as needed. Assist in the preparation of

investor presentations or disclosures related to the purchase price allocation.Ongoing Compliance

and Monitoring:Stay updated on changes in accounting standards, regulations, and industry

best practices related to purchase price allocation.Continuously monitor and assess the

financial performance and value realization of the acquired assets to identify any potential

impairments or changes in fair value.Support the company in performing periodic impairment

tests and assessments of goodwill and otherintangible assets, ensuring compliance with

relevant accounting standards.It is a global consulting firm that delivers deep expertise,

objective insights, a tailored approach and unparalleled collaboration. We help you

confidently address challenges and opportunities in technology, finance, transformation,

business process, risk, compliance, transactions and internal audit. Apply NowInterested

candidates are requested to apply for this job.Recruiters will evaluate your candidature and

will get in touch with you.
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